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✦ Development of the non-perturbative techniques for 
lattice gauge theory has taken a bit longer.

✦ Particle theorists in LGT need to learn numerical and 
algorithmic techniques in addition to QFT.

✦ LQCD provides a systematic method for calculating 
hadronic parameters from QCD first principles.
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Developments
✦ Lattice QCD has achieved accurate calculation of the 

bound state spectrum, quark masses and αs.
✦ Calculation of weak matrix elements is an important 

part of the flavor physics program and search for new 
physics.  (See J. Laiho Thursday morning talk.)

✦ Keys to success:
• Improved actions
• Improved algorithms
• Increased computer power, allowing 2+1 dynamical quarks, ...
• Lattice specific chiral perturbation theory

• These require considerable intellectual effort, even coding to take 
advantage of new computer hardware.
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overall !2 to the central value is determined. If this initial !2 is larger than the number
of degrees of freedom, i.e. larger than the number of individual inputs minus one, then
all individual errors are enlarged by a common factor such that !2/d.o.f. equals unity.
If the initial value of !2 is smaller than the number of degrees of freedom, an overall,
a-priori unknown correlation coe!cient is introduced and determined by requiring that
the total !2/d.o.f. of the combination equals unity. In both cases, the resulting final
overall uncertainty of the central value of "s is larger than the initial estimate of a
Gaussian error.

This procedure is only meaningful if the individual measurements are known not to
be correlated to large degrees, i.e. if they are not - for instance - based on the same
input data, and if the input values are largely compatible with each other and with the
resulting central value, within their assigned uncertainties. The list of selected individual
measurements discussed above, however, violates both these requirements: there are
several measurements based on (partly or fully) identical data sets, and there are results
which apparently do not agree with others and/or with the resulting central value, within
their assigned individual uncertainty. Examples for the first case are results from the
hadronic width of the # lepton, from DIS processes and from jets and event shapes in
e+e! final states. An example of the second case is the apparent disagreement between
results from the # width and those from DIS [264] or from Thrust distributions in e+e!

annihilation [278].
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Figure 9.3: Summary of values of "s(M2
Z) obtained for various sub-classes

of measurements (see Fig. 9.2 (a) to (d)). The new world average value of
"s(M2

Z) = 0.1184 ± 0.0007 is indicated by the dashed line and the shaded band.

Due to these obstacles, we have chosen to determine pre-averages for each class of
measurements, and then to combine those to the final world average value of "s(MZ),
using the methods of error treatment as just described. The five pre-averages are
summarized in Fig. 9.3; we recall that these are exclusively obtained from extractions
which are based on (at least) full NNLO QCD predictions, and are published in
peer-reviewed journals at the time of completing this Review. From these, we determine
the new world average value of

"s(M
2
Z) = 0.1184 ± 0.0007 , (9.23)
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Figure 9.2: Summary of determinations of !s from hadronic " -decays (a), from
lattice calculations (b), from DIS structure functions (c) and from event shapes and
jet production in e+e!-annihilation (d). The shaded bands indicate the average
values chosen to be included in the determination of the new world average of !s.

model and constraints on new physics from data at the Z-pole, !s(M2
Z) = 0.1197± 0.0028

will be used instead, as it is based on a more constrained data set where QCD corrections
directly enter through the hadronic decay width of the Z. We note that all these
results from electroweak precision data, however, strongly depend on the strict validity
of Standard Model predictions and the existence of the minimal Higgs mechanism to
implement electroweak symmetry breaking. Any - even small - deviation of nature from
this model could strongly influence this extraction of !s.

Determination of the world average value of !s(M2
Z)

A non-trivial exercise consists in the evaluation of a world-average value for !s(M2
Z).

A certain arbitrariness and subjective component is inevitable because of the choice of
measurements to be included in the average, the treatment of (non-Gaussian) systematic
uncertainties of mostly theoretical nature, as well as the treatment of correlations among
the various inputs, of theoretical as well as experimental origin. In earlier reviews
[243–245] an attempt was made to take account of such correlations, using methods as
proposed, e.g., in Ref. 281, and - likewise - to treat cases of apparent incompatibilities
or possibly underestimated systematic uncertainties in a meaningful and well defined
manner:

The central value is determined as the weighted average of the di!erent input values.
An initial error of the central value is determined treating the uncertainties of all
individual measurements as being uncorrelated and being of Gaussian nature, and the
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There are multiple ways of determining αs, 
both with and without the lattice.

There are several lattice 
determinations equal to or more 
precise than all the non-lattice 
determinations together.

PDG, QCD review, 2012.

Examples: charm decay constants, αs

• (L) 8 years of progress on decay constants.  This work=FNAL/MILC 
Lattice 13 results.  Red points only show statistical error, blue include 
systematics.  Recent work includes a dynamical charm quark.

• (R) LQCD is the most precise source of αs.  Several groups contribute.
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Contributions to other fields
✦ Particularly in the early days, there was considerable 

interplay with condensed matter simulations. (E.g., 
Scalapino, Sugar & Toussaint.)

• There are still common issues like the sign problem, most 
relevant for finite chemical potential.

✦ An especially interesting success story is the 
involvement of the Columbia and Edinburgh groups in 
the development of the IBM Blue Gene series of 
computers.
• currently on third generation

✦ MILC code has been used to benchmark computers for 
many purchases, and was part of hardware diagnostics 
for at least one parallel computer.
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Future Prospects
✦ We continue to strive for smaller errors and more 

realistic fermion content.
• Now including dynamical charm quark
• Up and down quark masses down to physical value

✦ Expect future calculations will include isospin breaking 
and fully dynamical QED.

✦ Breakthroughs expected:
• First principles calculations of strong coupled BSM physics if it is 

found at LHC.
• For the LHC and ILC determination of mb and αs to 0.25% or 

better.
• Calculation of hadronic contributions to μ g-2
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A Plea
✦ Paul Mackenzie and Ruth Van de Water of FNAL asked 

me to stress:
✦ Universities teach and raise the next generation of 

particle theorists; therefore, lattice field theory needs to 
be supported at universities (and not just at 
laboratories) for the future of the field.
• It is much less self-serving coming from them.
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